PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW	9
These rules for the choice of law, then, or regies de rattachement
as they are called by French jurists, indicate the particular
legal system by reference to which a solution of the dispute
must be reached. This does not necessarily mean that only one
legal system is applicable, for different aspects of a case may be
governed by different laws. In fact it has been said that a case
containing foreign elements is never subjected to one legal
system.
'A foreign marriage is regujateci. as Regards formal validity by the
law ofthejJace of celebration, as reg^_sj^pacity tcrmarry by-the4awrr
of the dpmicils"of the parties. A substantial control is moreover
exercised bylKe Iaw~of tEeJ^ri^^jBiat in every case at least two—
the lexjpri^iiidi one or more foreign systems—apply to different aspects
of	'	-
It must be observed that the function of private international
i         .	11*11	i	•	r
law is complete when it has chosen the appropriate system or
law. Its rules do not furnish a direct solution of the dispute, n<* solve
and it has been said by a French writer that this department ofacase
law resembles the inquiry office at a railway station where a
passenger may learn the platform at which his train starts. If,
for instance, the defence to an action for breach of contract
made in France is that the formalities required by French law
have not been observed, private international law ordains that
the formal validity of the contract shall be determined by
French law. But it says no more. The French law relating to
formal validity must then be proved by a witness expert in the
subject.
It is generally said that the judge at the forum 'applies' or Meaning
'enforces' the chosen law, or alternatively that the case isj^fj^0*"
'governed* by the foreign law. These expressions are con- foreign law
venient to describe loosely what happens, but they are not
accurate. Neither is it strictly accurate to say that the judge
enforces, not the foreign law, but a right acquired under the
foreign law.2 The only law applied by the judge is the lex fort,
the only rights enforced by him are those created by the lex
fori. But owing to the foreign element in the case the foreign
law is a fact that must be taken into consideration, and what
the judge attempts to do is to create and to enforce a right as
nearly as possible similar to that which would have been
created by the foreign court had it been seised of a similar case
purely domestic in character.3
1 Unger, 19 Bell Yard, 17.	z In re Askew, [1930] 2 CL 259, 267.
3 Infra, p. 34.; and see Lorenzen in 20 Columbia Law Review, 259.

